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This article was originally published online on 2 March 2016 with an error in the first ini-
tials of author GM Shafiullah: “G.M.” has been corrected to “GM” and appears accurately
above. In addition, there was an error in Table IX: The value “35 000” under the column la-
beled “BDT/year” was incorrectly set on the line corresponding to “Variable operational cost
(VOC)”; 35 000 should have been set on the line corresponding to “Overheads.” AIP
Publishing apologizes for these errors. All online versions of the article were corrected on 15
March 2016.
Table IX appears correctly below:
TABLE IX. Summary of total operating cost (TOC) of the System.
Item Cost item BDT/year
Fixed operational cost (FOC)
1 Personnel Cost 420 000
2 Overheads 35 000
Variable operational cost (VOC)
3 Repair and maintenance 50 000
Total operating cost (TOC) 505 000 ($US 6565)
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